In many animal-related studies, a high-performance animal behavior recognition system can help researchers reduce or get rid of the limitation of human assessments and make the experiments easier to reproduce. Recently, although deep learning models are holding state-of-the-art performances in human action recognition tasks, these models are not well-studied in applying to animal behavior recognition tasks. One reason is the lack of extensive datasets which are required to train these deep models for good performances. In this research, we investigated two current state-of-the-art deep learning models in human action recognition tasks, the I3D model and the R(2 + 1)D model, in solving a mouse behavior recognition task. We compared their performances with other models from previous researches and the results showed that the deep learning models that pre-trained using human action datasets then fine-tuned using the mouse behavior dataset can outperform other models from previous researches. It also shows promises of applying these deep learning models to other animal behavior recognition tasks without any significant modification in the models' architecture, all we need to do is collecting proper datasets for the tasks and fine-tuning the pre-trained models using the collected data.
INTRODUCTION
Researchers widely use many animals from fruit flies, mice to primates for studying biology, psychology or for developing new therapies or medicines. In many researches, observing the behaviors of the animals is a crucial step to get the data which is needed for answering research questions. Since watching Open Access and annotating the behaviors of these animals in hours of video clips are hard works, it's necessary to have a reliable and automated behavior recognition system to delegate these works to computers. With a well-performed system, we could not only solve the problem of the limitation of human assessments but also make the experiments easier to reproduce.
Many studies reported works in creating such systems for animal behavior recognition tasks. In the paper of Jhuang H. et al. [1] , they created a system to automatically analyze behaviors of mice in home-cages. The system contains two modules: a feature extraction module and a classification module. In the feature extraction module, for each frame, they calculated the mouse's position and velocity based features and combined them with motion features which are extracted from the adjacent frames using an algorithm in [2] . These features then fed into an SVMHMM (Support Vector Machine-Hidden Markov Models [3] ) to assess the action in the frame. In another research [4] , Jiang J. et al. also used a similar approach but with a different feature extractor and classifier. For the feature extraction module, they detected interest points using a modified version of the algorithm in [5] , then they extracted contextual and visual features from these points. And they fed these extracted features into a shallow neural network that has only one hidden layer to assess the actions in the frames. The changes in the feature extraction method and the classification algorithm slightly improved the performance of the system in comparison to the previous paper. And it showed that the design of the feature extraction module can affect the performance of the whole system. However, creating good feature extractors is not an easy task. It requires much expert knowledge and carefulness and it is not always successful. And the abilities of these created systems are highly limited to the problems they were designed to solve. For example, an automated mouse behavior recognition system may not work well in a raccoon behavior recognition task, although the two animals are sharing many similarities in their appearance. We could solve the above problem by using deep learning models which have the ability of automated learning to extract useful features from given data. Because of having this ability, deep learning models are widely used in many application fields from computer vision, speech recognition to natural language processing and often become state-of-the-art models in the field they applied to. And we can use the same models for tasks that have similarities without significant changes in the architecture of the models.
Though its high performance, it is not easy to apply deep learning models for whatever tasks we have because these models have too many parameters that it requires an extensive amount of data to train these parameters. And it is one of the reasons why deep learning models have very high performances in human action recognition tasks but not well-studied in applying to animal behavior recognition tasks.
To fill in this gap, in this research, we investigated two current state-of-the-art human action recognition deep learning models in applying to a mouse behavior recognition task. The first model we investigated is the I3D model [6] , which implements an inflated version of the inception module architecture [7] . The most important features of inception module are the utilization of the combined effects of filters of different sizes and pooling kernels all in one layer; and the usage of 1 × 1 convolutional filters which not only help to reduce the number of parameters but also introduce new combinations of features to its next layers. The second model we investigated in this research is the R(2 + 1)D model [8] which implements a 3D version of the residual module architecture [9] . This architecture allows the model to go deeper by solving the vanishing of information when training deep models.
To deal with the scarcity of training data, we did not train the models from randomly-initialized parameters but we used the parameters that were pre-trained on human action recognition tasks. By doing so, we can transfer knowledge that related to action recognition from human's tasks to the new models [10] .
In the next section, we show the dataset which we used to evaluate the performances of the two deep learning models in the mouse behavior recognition task. In Section 3, we describe in detail experiments and results of the evaluating process. Finally, we give some conclusions in Section 4.
THE MOUSE BEHAVIOR DATASET
In the research of H. Jhuang, et al. [9] , they introduced a task of neurobehavioral analysis of mouse phenotypes by monitoring the mouse's behaviors over long periods of time. In this experiment, each mouse is put in a transparent home cage, and there behaviors are recorded from a perpendicular angle to the side of the cages using consumer grade cameras.
In order to create a machine learning system to automatically analyze mouse's behaviors, Jhuang and his colleges have created a mouse behavior dataset by annotating the mouse's behaviors in over 10 hours of recorded videos. In their dataset, they have annotated 8 types of behavior: drinking, eating, grooming, hanging, rearing, walking, resting and micro-movements of the head. Example scenes of these behaviors are shown in Figure 1 , and descriptions of these behaviors are shown in Table 1 . In the created mouse behavior dataset, among totally more than 9000 short clips, only 4200 clips that are most unambiguous were selected to create the "clipped database". It includes about 285,000 frames and corresponds to about 2.5 hours of recorded videos. In this research, in order to properly evaluate the performance of the deep learning models, we decided to use only this subset to eliminate the ambiguous in the data that even human cannot declare. The distribution of number of frames of each behavior in the "clipped database" is shown in Figure 2. 
EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

Data Preparation
To generate optical-flow data from RGB data, we used the implementation of the TV-L1 algorithm from the research of [11] in OpenCV library. For each RGB frame, we input its previous frame and itself to the algorithm, and the algorithm outputs one optical-flow frame that has the same size as the inputs and contains two channels for horizontal and vertical movements respectively.
For data augmentation, we used the same method that used in the research of Carreira, J. and Zisserman, A. [6] . Each video frame in the dataset has a size of 320 × 240 pixels. For the I3D model, we resized No.
Behavior name Description
drink
The mouse drinks water from the water-feed nipple.
eat
The mouse eats food from the food-feed door.
groom
The mouse grooms its coat.
hang
The mouse hangs on the top of the cage.
micro-movement
The mouse slightly moves its head around.
rear
The mouse rears on the side of the cage.
rest
The mouse stays stable or sleeps. There is no movement at all.
walk
The mouse walks or runs inside the cage. them to size 255 × 255 pixels. Then we randomly cropped them to a size of 224 × 224 pixels and randomly horizontal flip them to create input frames. For R(2 + 1)D model, we resized the images to 128 × 128 pixels then randomly cropped them to a size of 112 × 112 pixels. This data augmentation method helps us to increase the accuracy of prediction of about 3%.
The Models
The I3D models are derived from Inception-V1 models [7] . To benefit from the 2D architecture, all filters and pooling kernels of 2D models were inflated to 3D by endowing them with an additional temporal dimension, i.e. N × N filters become N × N × N filters. Then, the weights of 2D filters are repeated N times along the temporal dimension to bootstrap parameters from pre-trained 2D models to the 3D models. We showed the architecture of an inflated inception module used in I3D models in Figure 3 and the detail of the architecture of the I3D model we used in this research in Figure 5 .
The R(2 + 1)D models are derived from 2D versions [9] by replacing each 2D convolutional layer with two 3D convolutional layers, one for 2D image dimensions which have filters with size 1 × N × N and one for the time dimension which has filters with size M × 1 × 1. In some layers of the R(2 + 1)D models, to keep the total number of parameter to be the same as the 2D versions, the number of filter in these layers are calculated using the formula shown in Figure 4 . The detail of the architecture of the R(2 + 1)D model we used in this research is shown in Figure 5 . For both models, we used 16 successive frames as an input (current frame, its 8 previous frames and its 7 next frames). To initialize parameters of the model, for the I3D models, we used weights from model-checkpoints that were pre-trained on ImageNet data [12] ; and for the R(2 + 1)D models, we used weights from model-checkpoints that were pre-trained on Sport1M [13] and Kinetics data [14] . To fine-tune the models, we used momentum optimizer from the TensorFlow framework with momentum value equal to 0.9 and a learning rate start from 1e−3 and decay to 5e−5 after several thousands of iterations. We also dropout in fully connected layers with keep-probability of 36% to reduce the effect of overfitting when fine-tuning the models.
As discussed in the paper of Carreira, J. and Zisserman, A. [6] , although I3D models can learn motion features from RGB input videos, using optical-flow as inputs can introduce some recurrent sense to the models and significantly improved the performances. In this research, we also use the same fusion method to combine output predictions of I3D models and R(2 + 1)D models. The two-stream fusion method is illustrated in Figure 6 . To investigate the effects of different two-stream fusion ratios in prediction performances, we tested various fusion ratios of the two models by setting different values for rgb_weight and flow_weight in the Two-stream fusion module. For example, if only using 30% of RGB data fine-tuned model's output and 70% of optical-flow data fine-tuned model's output then rgb_weight is set to 0.3 and flow_weight is set to 0.7.
Because frames of the dataset come from 12 different videos, we used leave-one-videos-out cross-validation to properly evaluate the performance of the models. For each video, we used all the frames extracted from it as testing data and all the frames extracted from the other videos as training data. We used the training data to fine-tune the models and used the fine-tuned models to predict labels for testing data. Then we count the total number of correct and incorrect prediction and calculate the accuracy. Figure 7 shows the results of using different fusion ratio of RGB and optical-flow data fine-tuned models on accuracies of prediction of each behavior. And Figure 8 and Figure 9 show confusion matrixes of correct and incorrect prediction ratio of behaviors in combinations of rgb_weight and flow_weight.
Results
In Figure 7 , we can see that for "drink" behaviors, combinations with more portion of RGB fine-tuned models have better performance than combinations with more portion of optical-flow fine-tuned models for both I3D models and R(2 + 1)D models. And the performance of R(2 + 1)D models are better than the performance of the I3D models in this behaviors. In Figure 8 and Figure 9 , from confusion matrixes of both I3D model and R(2 + 1)D model, we can see that almost false predicted samples of "drink" behaviors are misclassified as "eat" behaviors. We can explain that as the water-feed nipple and J. Biomedical Science and Engineering food-feed door are quite close to each other; Sometimes the two behaviors look very similar and the dataset is also imbalanced with the ratio of the number of "drink" frames to the number of "eat" frames is about 1:6.85. Therefore, the models tend to predict "drink" behaviors as "eat" behaviors in many cases. It also explains why models fine-tuned using RGB data are more precise in distinguishing the two behaviors than models fine-tuned using optical-flow data. RGB data fine-tuned models can utilize the information of the mouse's mouth contact with water-feed nipple or food-feed door. However, this information is lost in optical-flow data because there is no motion of water-feed nipple or food-feed door in the scenes.
For "eat", "groom", "micro-movement", "rear", and "walk" behaviors, we can see that using a right combination of RGB data fine-tuned models and optical-flow data fine-tuned models give a better performance than using these models only. The R(2 + 1)D model outperforms I3D model in classifying "micro-movement" and "rear" behaviors but the I3D model is better in classifying "walk" behaviors.
The two models work very well on classifying "hang" behaviors and their performances just slightly reduce when we use a high portion of optical-flow data fine-tuned models because of the lack of the mouse surrounding environment in the optical-flow data.
And for the "rest" behaviors, it is easy to understand why using a high portion of optical-flow data fine-tuned models give better performance as "rest" behaviors are different from other behaviors that they have no movement in the scenes.
Overall, the two deep learning models we investigated in this research outperform the previous research model in the Mouse behavior dataset as shown in Table 2 . The accuracies of the two models with different fusion ratio are shown in Figure 10 . Both models have best performances at fusion ratio of 
CONCLUSIONS
We have investigated two current state-of-the-art deep learning models for human action recognition in a mouse behavior recognition task. Both models outperformed the models from previous researches. It proves that our approach of utilizing deep learning models that pre-trained on human action datasets and fine-tuning them for animal behavior recognition tasks is efficient despite the scarcity of training data. We also showed the effect of two-stream fusion ratios on the predictions.
The fine-tuned models can precisely recognize most of behaviors they learned from the mouse behavior dataset. But there are some difficulties in classifying behaviors that are ambiguous or similar to other behaviors. Our proposal to solve the problem is to collect more data on difficult-to-classify behaviors. And we can redesign experimental environment such as changing the camera position or the cage configuration in order to minimize the ambiguity between behaviors.
For further research, we will collect behavior data of other animals. Then we will use them to fine-tune the fine-tuned models we achieved from this research to experiment if we can really efficiently utilize deep learning models for animal behavior recognition tasks without any requirements of extensive data for training these models.
